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Let Xk=[a1 , a2 , ..., ak], k>1, be a subset of N such that gcd(Xk)=1. We shall
say that a natural number n is dependent (on Xk) if there are nonnegative integers
xi such that n has a representation n=ki=1 xiai , else independent. The Frobenius
number g(Xk) of Xk is the greatest integer with no such representation. Selmer has
raised the problem of extending Xk without changing the value of g. He showed that
under certain conditions it is possible to add an element c=a+kd to the arithmetic
sequence a, a+d, a+2d, ..., a+(k&1) d, gcd(a, d )=1, without altering g. In this
paper, we give the set C of all independent numbers c satisfying g(A, c)= g(A),
where A contains the elements of the arithmetic sequence. Moreover, if a>k then
we give as an application, a set B of maximal cardinality such that g(A, B)= g(A)
and each element of A _ B is independent of the other ones.  1998 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION AND STATEMENT OF RESULTS
Let Xk=[a1 , a2 , ..., ak], k>1, be a subset of N such that gcd(Xk)=1.
We shall say that a number n is dependent (on Xk) if there are nonnegative
integers xi such that n has a representation
n= :
k
i=1
xiai , (1)
else independent. The Frobenius number g(Xk) of Xk is the greatest integer
with no such representation (1), and exists since gcd(Xk)=1.
For k=2, it is well known that
g(a1 , a2)=a1 a2&a1&a2 . (2)
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For k3, no general formula for g(Xk) is known, but the Frobenius
number has been determined for several special cases. An important one is
the arithmetic sequence
aj=a+( j&1) d, A=[a1 , ..., ak], (3)
where k>1, d>0, and ak are integers such that gcd(a, d )=1. (Note
that the condition ak guarantees that no element aj is dependent on the
other ones.) Then (cf. Roberts [4] or Selmer [6]).
g(A)=\a&2k&1 a+(a&1) d, (4)
where wxx denotes the greatest integer nx.
In [6], Selmer raised the problem of extending Xk by a new independent
positive integer c without changing the value of g(Xk). It is immediately
clear that
g(Xk , c)g(Xk). (5)
Assuming that c is independent, Selmer asked whether it is then possible
to have equality in (5). Mendelsohn [2] was the first to show that this is
impossible for k=2. Kirfel [1] determined a condition under which g(X3 , c)
= g(X3). As Selmer himself pointed out, we can add a new term c=a+kd
(assuming k<a) to the arithmetic sequence (3) without altering g if
\a&2k&1=\
a&2
k  ,
which of course is always possible by appropriate choice of a and k.
Let A be defined as in (3). In Theorem 1 we give the set C of all
independent numbers c satisfying g(A, c)= g(A).
An illustration of Theorem 1 is given in Section 5.
Theorem 1. Let a, k>1 be arbitrary integers. Let the integers x and \
be uniquely determined by a&1=x(k&1)+\, 0<\<k. Define
ci, j=iak+ jd, i=0, ..., x; j=&i(k&1), ..., a&1&i(k&1),
4={(r, s) # N20 } x*+
\+1&s*
*(k&1)
r\ x*&1 ; (6)
s=1, ..., \\&1*&1 ; *=2, ..., \= .
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If c is a positive integer,
c is independent and g(A, c)= g(A) if and only if
c # C=[ci, j | (i, j) # 4]. (7)
In particular, if a>k,
g(A, c)=g(A) for all
c # {ci, j } i=\x+12  , ..., x; j=1, ..., \&1=>[c (x2), (\2)],
where the element c(x2), (\2) exists only if x and \ are both even.
If a>k, we give as an application of Theorem 1 a set B of maximal
cardinality such that g(A, B)= g(A) and, moreover, each element of A _ B
is independent of the other ones:
Theorem 2. Let a, k>1 be arbitrary integers such that a>k. Let the
integers x and \ be uniquely determined by a&1=x(k&1)+\, 0<\<k.
Define
B=[cx, j | j=1, 2, ..., \&1].
Then g(A, B)= g(A) and no element of A _ B has a representation by the
other ones. Furthermore, there exists no set B satisfying
(i) the cardinality of B is>\&1,
(ii) g(A, B )= g(A), and
(iii) no element of A _ B has a representation by the other ones.
If a=k, any set satisfying (ii) and (iii) must have cardinality<\&1.
Now consider the contrary problem: Let lk denote the maximal number
of elements of A that can be omitted without changing g(A). In [3] it is
shown that, for a>k>2,
1&
4
- k

lk
k
1&
3
k
. (8)
If l k denotes the maximal number of independent elements which can be
added to A without changing A, then, due to theorem 2 and (8) it is obvious
that lk and l k behave quite differently.
In our proofs we make use of an algorithm given by Ro% dseth [5] to
compute g(A, c), where c is a positive integer. Hence, we first describe this
algorithm.
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2. RO3 DSETH’S ALGORITHM
Given positive integers a, k, d, c with gcd(a, d )=1. Let s&1=a, and
determine the integer s0 by s0 d#c (mod a), 0s0<s&1 . If s0 {0, use the
Euclidean algorithm in the form
s&1
s0
st&1
=q1s0&s1 ,
=q2s1&s2 ,
b
=qt+1st ,
0s1<s0
0s2<s1
0=st+1<st .
(9)
If s0=0, put t=&1. Define integers Pn by P&1=0, P0=1, and
Pn+1=qn+1Pn&Pn&1.
Then
0=
st+1
Pt+1
<
st
Pt
< } } } <
s&1
P&1
=,
and there is an unique integer &, &1&t, satisfying
s&+1
P&+1

(k&1) c
a+(k&1) d
<
s&
P&
.
Finally,
g(A, c)=d(s&&1)+c(P&+1&1)+M, (10)
where
M=max {a \s&&s&+1&2k&1 &ds&+1; a \
s&&2
k&1 &cP&= .
3. PROOF OF THEOREM 1
We need the following
Lemma 1. Let a, k, \, x, i, j be as in Theorem 1. Then
(i) ci, j is dependent if and only if j0,
(ii) if 1 j<\, g(A, ci, j)= g(A) if and only if (i, j) # 4,
(iii) if j\, g(A, ci, j)<g(A).
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Proof. Due to the definition of ci, j , we have ci, j=ia+d(i(k&1)+ j). If
j=0, ci, j=iak , i.e. ci, j is dependent. Now let j<0, so that i>0. Let the
integers y and $ be uniquely determined by
i(k&1)+ j= y(k&1)+$, 0 yx, 0$<k&1.
Since j<0 it follows that y<i, so that ci, j= yak+a$+1+(i& y&1) a1 has
a representation. Hence, j<0 implies that ci, j is dependent, too.
Conversely, let ci, j have a representation by A, i.e. g(A, ci, j)= g(A),
and assume j1. If 1 j<k, then, due to Selmer [6], the smallest
positive integer ti, j #(i(k&1)+#) d (mod a) which has a representation by
a2 , a3 , ..., ak is ti, j=aj+1+iak . So
ci, j=ia+d(i(k&1)+ j)#aj+1+iak=ti, j (mod a)
but ci, j<ti, j , which contradicts the minimality of ti, j .
Thus, k ja&1&i(k&1) (=(x&i)(k&1)+\). Determine integers z
and ’ such that
j=z(k&1)+’, 1zx&i, 0<’k&1.
If ’\,
ci, j+(x&i&z
0
) ak+(z&1
0
)) a1+a\&’+1=xa+(a&1) d= g(A)
(note that g(A)=xa+(a&1) d due to (4)), and if ’>\, z<x&i and
hence
ci, j+(x&i&z&1
0
) ak+za1+ak+\&’=xa+(a&1) d= g(A).
But this is a contradiction, for we have assumed g(A, ci, j)= g(A). Hence,
(i) is proved completely and (iii) is proved for jk.
Next, let 1 j<k.
What can be said about &=&((k&1) ci, j ak) of Ro% dseth’s algorithm? We
obtain immediately
s0=i(k&1)+ j, 0<s0<a. (11)
Since j>0, it is easy to show that
(k&1) ci, j
ak
<s0 . (12)
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Due to Ro% dseth’s algorithm, one has P1=Was0 X2, where WxX denotes
the smallest integer nx, and s1=P1 s0&a. Since
a(d(k&1)+i(k&1) P1&P1s0)=a(d(k&1)& jP1)
>a \d(k&1)& j \ as0 +1++
a((d&1)(k&1)&a)&a2,
we obtain
(P1s0&a) ak =a(P1 s0&(k&1) d )+P1 s0(k&1) d&a2
<P1(k&1)(ia+ds0).
But this leads to
s1
P1
=
P1s0&a
P1
<
(k&1) ci, j
ak
, (13)
and together with (12) this yields
s1
P1
<
(k&1) ci, j
ak
<s0=
s0
P0
, i.e. &=0. (14)
Now put
m=max {a \ s0&s1&2k&1 &ds1; a \
s0&2
k&1 &ci, j= . (15)
Our next step is to show that m=aw(s0&2)(k&1)x&ci, j implies
g(A, ci, j)<g(A).
In order to do this, let m=aw(s0&2)(k&1)x&ci, j and assume
g(A, ci, j)=g(A). The value of w(s0&2)(k&1)x equals
\ s0&2k&1 =\
i(k&1)+ j&2
k&1 ={
i&1
i
if j=1,
if 2 jk&1.
Let 2 jk&1. Then m=ia&ia&ds0=&ds0 and therefore, using (10),
xa+(a&1) d= g(A)= g(A, ci, j)=d(s0&1)+ci, j (P1&1)+m
=&d+ci, j (P1&1), (16)
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which leads to
a(i(P1&1)&x)=d(a&i(P1&1)(k&1)& j(P1&1))=: d:.
But then we must have i(P1&1)x, because of :<a and gcd(a, d )=1. So
i(P1&1)=x since otherwise :>\+1& j(P1&1)>\+1&( js0)a>&a,
which is a contradiction to gcd(a, d )=1. Hence, for 2 jk&1,
i=
x
P1&1
and j=
\+1
P1&1
.
If j=1, a similar consideration yields
i=
x+1
P1&1
and P1&1=\&k+2.
But each case leads to P1=W(x(k&1)+\+1)(i(k&1)+ j)X<P1 , which
is absurd.
Hence,
if m=a \ s0&2k&1 &ci, j and 1 jk&1, g(A, ci, j)<g(A). (17)
Next, we consider the case m=a w(s0&s1&2)(k&1)x&ds1 . The value of
g(A, ci, j) is then given by
g(A, ci, j)=d(s0&1)+ci, j (P1&1)+m
=d(s0&1&P1 s0+a)+ia(P1&1)
+(P1&1) s0 d+a \s0&s1&2k&1 
=d(a&1)+ia(P1&1)+a \s0&s1&2k&1  . (18)
Using this result and g(A)=xa+(a&1) d, one gets
g(A, ci, j)= g(A) if and only if ia(P1&1)+a \ s0&s1&2k&1 =xa
and m=a \s0&s1&2k&1 &ds1 .
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What can we say about w(s0&s1&2)(k&1)x? By writing
\s0&s1&2k&1 =\
i(k&1)+ j&2&P1 i(k&1)& jP1+a
k&1 
=i(1&P1)+x+\\+1+ j&2& jP1k&1  ,
we see that
g(A, ci, j)=g(A) if and only if \\+ j&1& jP1k&1 =0
and m=a \s0&s1&2k&1 &ds1 . (19)
But if k> j\,
\\+ j&1& jP1k&1 \
\&1&\(P1&1)
k&1 \
&1
k&1<0,
and thus (iii) is proved completely since it is already proved for jk.
Finally, let 1 j<\ and consider the term w(\+ j&1& jP1)(k&1)x
again. Since
\+ j&1& jP10 is equivalent to j
\&1
P1&1
(20)
and
P1=* if and only if
x
*
+
\+1& j*
*(k&1)
i<
x
*&1
+
\+1& j(*&1)
(*&1)(k&1)
, (21)
which is obtained by a simple calculation, it follows from (18) that, if
1 j<\, the equality g(A, ci, j)= g(A) implies
(i, j) # {(r, s) }x*+
\+1&s*
*(k&1)
r<
x
*&1
+
\+1&s(*&1)
(*&1)(k&1)
;
s=1, ..., \\&1*&1 ; *=2, ..., \= .
Note, that the maximum value of * cannot be greater than \, since other-
wise 1 j(\&1)(P1&1)<1.
Since 0<(\+1&s(*&1))((*&1)(k&1))1(*&1), the condition r<
x(*&1)+(\1&s(*&1))((*&1)(k&1)) is equivalent to rwx(*&1)x.
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Conversely, let (i, j) # 4. To complete the proof, we have to show that then
m=aw(s0&s1&2)(k1&1)x&ds1 . Since (i, j) # 4, it follows that
\\+ j&1& jP1k&1 =0, i.e. \
s0&s1&2
k&1 =i(1&P1)+x.
Moreover, we have, due to the construction of the set 4, that
i\ xP1&1
x
P1&1
i.e. i(1&P1)+x0.
But then
a \ s0&2k&1 &ci, j ia&ia&ds0=&ds0<&ds1&ds1+a(i(1&P1)+x)
=a \s0&s1&2k&1 &ds1 ,
and thus m=a w(s0&s1&2)(k&1)x&ds1 if (i, j) # 4. This completes the
proof of Lemma 1.
We are now going to prove Theorem 1.
That c # [ci, j | (i, j) # 4] is a sufficient condition for g(A, c)= g(A) and
the independence of such c we have proved in Lemma 1.
Conversely, let c>0 be independent and g(A, c)= g(A). Then c<g(A).
Due to gcd(a, d )=1, it is always possible to write c as
c=ta+ld, t # Z and l # [0, 1, ..., a&1].
Recall, that a&1=x(k&1)+\, 0<\<k. If l=a&1, t<x and therefore
c+(x&t) a1=xa+(a&1) d= g(A),
so that l<a&1. Determine integers r and + such that
l=r(k&1)++ (0rx, 0+<k&1).
First, assume t<0. If 0+\,
c+(x&r
0
) ak+(r&t&1
0
) a1+a\&++1=xa+(a&1) d= g(A).
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If \<+<k&1, rx&1 and thus
c+(x&r&1
0
) ak+(r&t
0
) a1+ak+\&+=xa+(a&1) d= g(A).
Altogether, t<0 implies g(A, c)<g(A), which contradicts our assumption.
Hence, t0. But t>x is also impossible since then c=rak+a++1+
(t&r&1) a1 would be dependent. Hence, 0tx. Due to
c=ta+ld=ta+d(t(k&1)+(l&t(k&1)))=ct, l&t(k&1) ,
we can use Lemma 1 which implies (i, j) # 4.
Altogether, we have proved (7).
Finally, let a>k, i.e. x>0. It suffices to consider the case \>1. If
(x+1)2ix, obviously
x
2
+
\+1&2 j
2(k&1)
i
x
1
, (22)
&12< } } } <12
and *=2 in the set 4 of Theorem 1 leads to g(A, ci, j)= g(A) for all
j=1, ..., \&1.
Now let i=x2. If j(\+1)2, (22) holds again. If i=x2 and j=\2,
it follows that
ci, j=
x
2
a+d \x2 (k&1)+
\
2+=
g(A)
2
,
i.e. g(A, ci, j)<g(A).
The last case we have to consider is i=x2 and 1 j(\&1)2, which
is only possible if \3. But then *=3 in the set 4 leads to g(A, ci, j)
= g(A).
This completes the proof of Theorem 1.
4. PROOF OF THEOREM 2
Since a>k we have x>0 and so by Theorem 1
g(A, cx, j)= g(A) for j=1, 2, ..., \&1.
Due to 2cx, j>g(A) for all j1, it follows that g(A, B)= g(A). Since cx, 1>ak ,
no element of A has a representation by the other elements of A _ B. So
assume that cx, t # B has a representation by the other elements of A _ B for
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any integer 1t<\. Hence, for suitable j{t, there exist integers & and +
such that
xa+d(x(k&1)+t)=cx, t=cx, j+&a++d (&>0, +0). (23)
Note that we can use only one cx, j to represent cx, t since 2cx, 1>cx, t .
Equation (23) is equivalent to
&a=d(t& j&+),
which contradicts gcd(a, d )=1, because &>0 but t& j&+<\<a.
Next, let B satisfy (i), (ii), and (iii). Hence, there exist integers i1 , i2 , and
j such that i1<i2 and
ci1 , j , ci2 , j # B .
But then ci2 , j=ci1 , j+(i2&i1)ak has a representation, which contradicts (iii).
Finally, let a=k. Then x=0 and \=k&1. Hence, the only possibility
to find independent numbers ci, j is to put i=0, but then there are at most
\&1 independent numbers ci, j such that g(A, ci, j)= g(A). But of course
c0, 1=d is a divisor of g(A)=(a&1) d, so that g(A, c0, 1)<g(A). This
completes the proof.
5. EXAMPLE
In order to illustrate Theorem 1, we now give an example: Let
a=48, x=6, \=5, k=8, d=5, g(A)=523,
i.e. A=[48, 53, 58, 63, 68, 73, 78, 83].
Now consider the definition of 4 in Theorem 1:
4={(r, s) # N20 } x*+
\+1&s*
*(k&1)
r\ x*&1 ;
s=1, ..., \\&1*&1 ; *=2, ..., \= .
Then the following sets are subsets of 4:
*=2, s=1: [(4, 1), (5, 1), (6, 1)]
s=2: [(4, 2), (5, 2), (6, 2)]
s=3: [(3, 3), (4, 3), (5, 3), (6, 3)]
s=4: [(3, 4), (4, 4), (5, 4), (6, 4)]
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*=3, s=1: [(3, 1)]
s=2: [(2, 2), (3, 2)]
*=4, s=1: [(2, 1)]
*=5, s=1: [ ]
Recalling that ci, j=iak+ jd, we obtain the following set C, with cardinality
18, which contains all independent numbers c such that g(A, c)= g(A):
C=[171, 176, 254, 259, 264, 269, 337, 342, 347,
352, 420, 425, 430, 435, 503, 508, 513, 518].
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